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 ulo 2*]{}, Journal of Difference Equations and Applications, 20 (2014), no. 7, 1523-1546. M. Vuorinen, [*Conformal Invariants*]{}, Springer, New York, 1988. B. Zhou and X. Zou, [*Completely monotone functions and monotone functions of bounded variation*]{}, Adv. Math. [**226**]{} (2011), no. 1, 444-478. [^1]: The first author was partially supported by UBACyT 20020100100246BA
and CONICET Grant PIP 11220150100034CO. The second author was supported by the Czech Science Foundation grant P201/12/G028 and by the grant Projekt ČR GAČR P201/12/G028. ‘Brands Like Tom Ford Know the Importance of Customization’ The first edition of Prêt-à-Porter at Salon 94 in New York saw the unveiling of yet another season’s collection from the now iconic brand founded

by Tom Ford. This season’s collection demonstrates a style that is modern but also very wearable, while still retaining an impeccable English gentleman sensibility. The collection’s inspiration comes from the runway collections of CFDA’s fashion show where designers are constantly pushing the envelope. As expected, the brand’s latest collection this season perfectly embodies the newest ‘wearable
luxury’ concept. For instance, the hand-painted Iris Bag is as timeless as it is simple, and the Canvas Gallery Wallet is both modern and sleek. Other than the standard shades of Tom Ford, a new colorway of its tuxedo sported a modern spin on the label’s signature color. A few new drops to pay attention to are the sneaker that has a black and red speckled design on the toe cap and the Capri Banana

Split Flatform shoe, which is crafted in a handsome chocolate-brown leather and features a black leather lining. To top it all off, the Tom Ford signature logo on the tongue and the insides of the shoe could be found sewn on the trim panel. The footwear, however, is not the only area that the brand made a bold statement. The standard Shorts (the French jean with high waisted detailing) is definitely a
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